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Abstract—This paper provides the instructions for the preparation of papers for submission to WEMIS 2009 and relevant
style file that produced this page.

V. E LECTRONIC S UBMISSION
The paper submission portal is ConfDriver:
https://stdev.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/wemis/

I. I NTRODUCTION
The 2009 Workshop on Exploring Musical Information
Spaces will be held in Corfu, Greece, from October 01 through
October 2, 2009.

Check
WEMIS2009
website
(http://www.dlsi.ua.es/gent/drizo/wemis09/index.html)
for
relevant announcements.
VI. C ONCLUSION

II. S UBMISSION AND R EVIEW P ROCESS
Papers will be reviewed on the basis of a manuscript of sufficient detail to permit reasonable evaluation. The manuscript
should not exceed six double-column pages, with single line
spacing, main text font size no smaller than 10 points, and
at least 3/4 inch margins (about 18 mm). The deadline for
submission is June 14, 2009, with notification of decisions by
July 26, 2009.
III. C AMERA - READY
The deadline for the submission of the final camera-ready
paper is September 6, 2009. Final manuscript guidelines will
be made available after the notification of decisions.
IV. P REPARATION OF THE PAPER
Only electronic submissions in form of a Postscript
(PS) or Portable Document Format (PDF) file will be accepted. Most authors will prepare their papers with LATEX.
The LATEX style file (IEEEtran.cls) and the LATEX
source (wemis_example.tex) that produced this page
may be downloaded from the WEMIS 2009 web site
(http://www.dlsi.ua.es/gent/drizo/wemis09/index.html). Do not
change the style file in any way. Authors using other means
to prepare their manuscripts should attempt to duplicate the
style of this example as closely as possible.
The style of references, e.g., [1], equations,
figures, tables, etc., should follow the standard IEEE
bibliography
style
from:
http://www.ctan.org/texarchive/macros/latex/contrib/supported/IEEEtran/bibtex.
The affiliation shown for authors should constitute a sufficient mailing address for persons who wish to write for more
details about the paper.

The conclusion goes here.
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